
 
 

 
About the Book 
Like Ash in the Air After Something Has Burned examines the lives and miracles of several saints who were 
gendered female by the societies in which they lived, but who, in various circumstances and for many different 
reasons, chose to live, dress, or otherwise present themselves as men, or as non-binary. Drawn from the details 
of each saint’s vita, these poems delve into lives whose narratives have already been heavily edited and 
orchestrated by the Church. This collection   seeks to undo some of the visible, reductive, destructive 
manipulation, and then try to allow in sometimes—judiciously—new details that might enhance the essence 
of each narrative, respectively, in a way that honors each saint who lived it. 
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When my ass swayed past them in the streets, they hid 
eyes behind sacred scarves, 
behind books holier than any known body 
part. I was sin itself, laughing in spite. Delight. Kicking 
bare feet brushed with bergamot oil, bathed in rose water, 
tossing tousled, glossy hair. My body bearing precious 
stones & gilded cloth as the donkey bore my bauble weight 
unlike any other fancy whore & like 
any fancy whore, silent 
                               in all the ways that matter most. 
 
—from “St. Pelagia Was A Famous Dancer and Courtesan 
Who Converted to Christianity, Disguised Herself as a 
Man, and Made Pilgrimage to the Mount of Olives, Where 
She Died After Three Years of What Is Generally 
Characterized as Strict Penance, But Which She 
Determined to Be a Period of Self-Purification and 
Solitude,” in Like Ash in the Air After Something Has Burned 
 


